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ABSTRACT

The formal stability analysis of Eulerian extended magnetohydrodynamics (XMHD) equilibria is considered within the noncanonical
Hamiltonian framework by means of the energy-Casimir variational principle and the dynamically accessible stability method. Specifically,
we find explicit sufficient stability conditions for axisymmetric XMHD and Hall MHD (HMHD) equilibria with toroidal flow and for equilib-
ria with arbitrary flow under constrained perturbations. The dynamically accessible, second-order variation of the Hamiltonian, which can
potentially provide explicit stability criteria for generic equilibria, is also obtained. Moreover, we examine the Lagrangian stability of the gen-
eral quasineutral two-fluid model written in terms of MHD-like variables, by finding the action and the Hamiltonian functionals of the line-
arized dynamics, working within a mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian framework. Upon neglecting electron mass, we derive a HMHD energy
principle, and in addition, the perturbed induction equation arises from Hamilton’s equations of motion in view of a consistency condition
for the relation between the perturbed magnetic potential and the canonical variables.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5125573

I. INTRODUCTION

The stability of plasma equilibria is crucial for the attainment of
long lived states of magnetically confined plasmas, with sufficient con-
finement of thermal energy for the self-sustained operation of thermo-
nuclear reactors. In general, the most drastic way to lose the
confinement of plasma energy is the development of either macroinst-
abilities, e.g., the current driven kink and the pressure driven balloon-
ing instabilities, associated with plasma disruption (which effectively
put upper limits on the attainable pressure and current), or microinst-
abilities that result in enhanced turbulence and anomalous transport.
Stability analyses are usually performed using the standard MHD
energy principle1 that was generalized for flowing equilibria in Ref. 2.
The stability of stationary plasma states with macroscopic sheared
flows, albeit a tough problem from the mathematical point of view, is
important since it is believed that plasma rotation, either being self-
generated or driven externally, may have beneficial effects in terms of
confinement. Indeed, plasma flows are associated with the suppression
of turbulence3 and the L-H transitions4 observed in Tokamaks. Also,

there are many studies proposing that plasma sheared rotation vari-
ously affects the stability properties of Tokamak equilibria in several
cases, either inducing stabilization or destabilization (e.g., Refs. 5–9)
with the main destabilizing mechanism being the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability.10

Furthermore, many astrophysical phenomena, such as the devel-
opment of turbulence in various stages of the solar wind and in mag-
netized accretion disks, are consequences of flow-driven instabilities
such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz (e.g., see Ref. 11) and the magnetorota-
tional instability (MRI).12 It is evident that plasma instability is the
reason for the emergence of new structures, but, most importantly for
fusion physics, instabilities are the main mechanisms behind the unde-
sirable interchange of energy, which should be sufficiently reduced in
fusion experiments. This pursuit is the main reason for performing
stability studies for over 60 years, trying to refine the resulting stability
or instability criteria and incorporate as much physics as possible.

It is widely agreed that ordinary MHD, despite being a successful
model for describing macroscopic phenomena, provides a rather
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rough description of plasmas because it neglects the presence of multi-
fluid effects. This is especially true when there exist characteristic
length scales comparable to the ion and electron skin depths, e.g., due
to the presence of current sheets or thin boundary layers. In such cases,
multifluid models are needed to describe phenomena arising due to
the coexistence of different particle species and the decoupling of their
respective motions, even at the macroscopic level. Regarding stability,
when mode frequencies comparable to the particle gyrofrequencies are
present, then MHD becomes clearly an insufficient framework. This
intuitive reasoning about the insufficiency of the MHD model is cor-
roborated when MHD theory fails to adequately predict the experi-
mental observations: the observed stability of elongated Field Reversed
Configurations (FRCs)13,14 and the high magnetic reconnection rates
(see, e.g., Refs. 15 and 16) are examples where two-fluid models
work significantly better than MHD. Moreover, there exist recent
views on Tokamak physics, suggesting that the Hall drift term cannot
be neglected in both equilibrium and dynamics computations; also, it
has been suggested that Hall effects may be associated with the pres-
sure pedestals, formed in the L-H transitions.17,18

For the reasons described above, very often, we need to invoke
multifluid descriptions since they capture finer dynamical effects, tak-
ing place in shorter length and temporal scales. If rotation is neglected,
the two-fluid effects are incorporated more easily through the multi-
fluid pressure (e.g., see Ref. 19) because no decoupling of electron and
ion motion occurs. However, as was stressed earlier, plasma flows are
consequential, and therefore, it is important to take them into account.
A characteristic consequence of including flows in stability methods
based on energy functionals is the nonseparability of the kinetic and
potential energy contributions, rendering the resulting stability criteria
sufficient but not necessary. A typical example is the MHD energy
principle, which for static equilibria provides a necessary and sufficient
condition,1 while for stationary states,2 it provides only sufficient
conditions. These are the Lagrange and Dirichlet conditions of
Hamiltonian dynamics, as pointed out in Ref. 20, respectively. As we
shall see later, the nonseparability is even stiffer in the two-fluid case.
Hence, we understand that forming sufficient and necessary stability
criteria for flowing equilibria would require the introduction of several
restrictions on the equilibrium states or/and the perturbations under
consideration.

Given the historical precedent, it would appear desirable to apply
formal stability analysis methods, similar to those originating from the
MHD energy principle to flowing multifluid plasma equilibria, because
this framework is already well known from MHD theory and also
because this would facilitate comparisons with the MHD results. By
formal stability, we mean an analysis based on a quantity, a kind of
energy, which is conserved by the full nonlinear dynamics of the sys-
tem. The first variation of the quantity must vanish, and the second
variation must be positive (or negative) definite at equilibrium. When
this is the case, the second variation serves as a Lyapunov functional
for the linear dynamics. At present, only a limited number of studies
have led to appropriate Lyapunov functionals and ultimately to
stability conclusions within the two-fluid context, primarily in the
Hall MHD (HMHD) limit,19,21–24 and a few of them employing the
complete two-fluid model.25,26

A very useful apparatus for conducting stability analysis is the
Hamiltonian description of ideal fluid and plasma models. The
Hamiltonian framework, when adopting either a canonical description

within the Lagrangian viewpoint or a noncanonical description within
the Eulerian one, is a convenient framework for studying linearized
dynamics and constructing functionals that can be exploited to estab-
lish stability criteria. Fluid and plasma criteria, such as the MHD
energy principle and the Rayleigh criterion for shear flow, ultimately
exist because of the Hamiltonian form that can serve as a guide.

In this paper, we conduct formal stability analyses within the
framework of a quasineutral two-fluid model with electron inertia,
the so-called extended MHD (XMHD) model (e.g., see Refs. 27 and
28). Attention has been drawn to XMHD because of the recent dis-
covery of its Hamiltonian structure29 and its remarkable similarities
with the Hamiltonian structure of Hall MHD.30–32 We exploit this
noncanonical Hamiltonian description of the model to employ the
energy-Casimir (EC) and dynamically accessible (DA) meth-
ods20,33,34 for deriving sufficient stability criteria upon constructing
appropriate Lyapunov functionals. Moreover, using the action for-
malism developed in Refs. 31 and 35, we examine the Lagrangian sta-
bility of the quasineutral two-fluid model by deriving the
Hamiltonian of the corresponding linearized system in terms of
Lagrangian displacements. Neglecting electron inertia, we derive a
Hall MHD Lagrangian stability criterion that also takes into account
the electron pressure contribution. Each one of the above stability
methods has certain advantages and disadvantages, which are dis-
cussed in detail in their respective sections. We can briefly say though
that when applied under the same conditions, an ordering between
them emerges from the dynamical point of view.36 The EC varia-
tions, being dynamically unconstrained, are more generic than the
Lagrangian ones, which are generated through certain relations from
arbitrary displacement vectors. In turn, the latter are more generic
than the DA set of variations that are restricted by Hamiltonian
dynamics.

The aim of this study is to provide a framework for formal stabil-
ity analyses within a two-fluid description, which is more accurate and
generic than that for MHD, staying though conceptually and formalis-
tically as close as possible to MHD. In addition, this work emphasizes
that the Hamiltonian approach provides a unifying framework for
studying equilibrium and stability employing the same principles.

The main ingredients of the Hamiltonian formulation of XMHD
are the Hamiltonian functional,28,29

H ¼ 1
2

ð
V
d3x qv2 þ 2qUðqÞ þ B2 þ d2e

jr � Bj2

q

" #
;

¼ 1
2

ð
V
d3x qv2 þ 2qUðqÞ þ B � B�

� �
; (1)

where V � R3, and the noncanonical Poisson bracket,29

F;Gf g ¼
ð
V
d3x Gqr � Fv � Fqr � Gv þ q�1 r� vð Þ � Fv � Gvð Þ

�
þq�1B� � Fv � r� GB�ð Þ � Gv � r� FB�ð Þ½ �
� diq

�1B� � r � FB�ð Þ � r� GB�ð Þ½ �
þ d2eq

�1 r� vð Þ � r � FB�ð Þ � r� GB�ð Þ½ �g; (2)

where Fu :¼ dF=du denotes the functional derivative of F with respect
to the dynamical variable u. The Poisson bracket of (2) is a generaliza-
tion of that first given for MHD in Ref. 37. Here, the set of dynamical
variables, say u, are the mass density q, the fluid velocity v, and the
generalized magnetic field B� suggested in Ref. 38, given by
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B� ¼ Bþ d2er�
r� B

q

� �
: (3)

The parameters di and de are the normalized ion and electron skin
depths, respectively. The equations of motion for XMHD arising from
@tu ¼ fu;Hg are the following:

@tq ¼ �r � qvð Þ; (4)

@tv ¼ v � x�r hþ v2

2
þ d2e

jJj2

2q2

 !
þ J� B�

q
; (5)

@tB
� ¼ r � v � B� � di

J� B�

q
þ d2e

J� x

q

� �
; (6)

wherex :¼ r� v and J ¼ r� B.
The degeneracy and explicit dependence of the noncanonical

Poisson bracket on the dynamical variables u ¼ ðq; v;B�Þ result in
the emergence of topological constants of motion, called Casimirs, sat-
isfying fF; Cg ¼ 0; 8F. The presence of these invariants and their
topological consequences give rise to the EC and DA methods.
Exploiting these methodologies, we construct Lyapunov functionals
suitable for establishing sufficient stability criteria without any refer-
ence to the dynamical equations: the perturbative procedure is imple-
mented exclusively at the Hamiltonian level.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we employ the EC
method for studying the stability of axisymmetric XMHD equilibria.
In this framework, several sufficient stability criteria are derived, con-
cerning either special equilibria or special perturbations. In Sec. III, we
find the dynamically accessible variations for the XMHD model, i.e.,
variations that keep the phase space trajectory on Casimir leaves. In
addition, the second order, dynamically accessible variation of the
Hamiltonian is utilized in order to establish a stability criterion for
generic equilibria. Finally, in Sec. IV, we compute the second order
variation of the Lagrangian in a mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian frame-
work and furthermore employ a Lagrange-Euler map to express the
Lagrangian completely in terms of Eulerian coordinates. These results
are used to construct the Hamiltonians for the linearized dynamics of
the quasineutral two-fluid model and Hall MHD.

II. ENERGY-CASIMIR STABILITY OF AXISYMMETRIC
EQUILIBRIA

In Ref. 39, we derived the equilibrium equations for helically
symmetric and axisymmetric barotropic plasmas described by
XMHD, using the EC principle. That principle can be extended to the
computation of the second order variation which when evaluated
on the EC equilibrium, denoted here as ue, is conserved by the linear-
ized dynamics (e.g., Refs. 20 and 40), and therefore a sufficient linear
stability condition can be established by requiring that d2ðH
�
P

i CiÞ½ue; du� has a definite sign. In general, however, the applica-
bility of the EC method is not guaranteed since it requires a sufficient
number of Casimir invariants in order to be established. This is the
reason why in three-dimensional systems, EC stability is usually not
possible, other than the special cases when there exist some kind of
Ertel’s invariants, emerging usually due to entropy advection and pro-
viding additional Casimirs.40 This would also be the case for XMHD if
a baroclinic thermodynamic closure had been used. Ultimately, the
lack of Casimirs was shown to be caused by the kind of degeneracy of
the Poisson bracket in Ref. 20. However, if a continuous spatial

symmetry is present, the usual helicities are converted to infinite fami-
lies of invariants in view of the symmetric decomposition of the fields,
thus rendering the EC method applicable, as, for example, in Refs. 36
and 41–44 for the MHD model. One has to keep in mind though that
this symmetric decomposition of the fields restricts the variations so as
to respect the geometrical symmetry of the system as well.

A. Axisymmetric XMHD energy-Casimir functional

The axisymmetric velocity and magnetic fields can be
Helmholtz-decomposed as follows:

v ¼ rv/r/þrv�r/þr!; (7)

B ¼ rB/r/þrw�r/; (8)

inducing a similar form for the generalized magnetic field B�. From
Eqs. (4.10)–(4.13) in Ref. 39, we can easily obtain the following axi-
symmetric Casimirs:

C1 ¼
ð
D
d2x r�1B�/ þ cX

� �
Fðw� þ crv/Þ; (9)

C2 ¼
ð
D
d2x r�1B�/ þ lX

� �
Gðw� þ lrv/Þ; (10)

C3 ¼
ð
D
d2x qMðw� þ crv/Þ; (11)

C4 ¼
ð
D
d2x qNðw� þ lrv/Þ; (12)

where X :¼ ðr� v?Þ � r/ with v? :¼ rv�r/þr! and
w� ¼ w� d2eq

�1D�w; B�/ ¼ B/ � d2e rr � ½r�2q�1rðrB/Þ�, with D�

:¼ r2r � ðr�2rÞ being the so-called Shafranov operator. The parame-

ters c and l are ðc;lÞ ¼ ðcþ; c�Þ, where c6 ¼ di6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2i þ 4d2e

p� �
=2.

The axisymmetric Hamiltonian is given by

H ¼
ð
D
d2x q

v2/
2
þ q
jrvj2

2r2
þ q
jr!j2

2

�

þq !; v½ � þ qUðqÞ þ
B�/B/

2
þrw� � rw

2r2

�
: (13)

The vanishing of the first order variation of the EC functional, i.e.,
dHC ¼ dðH �

P
i CiÞ ¼ 0, yields the EC equilibrium equations,

given by Eqs. (4.25)–(4.31) of Ref. 39 with ‘ ¼ 0; n ¼ �1 therein,
which can be written in a Grad-Shafranov-Bernoulli form [see Eqs.
(5.1)–(5.4) in the same reference]. In this case, dHC assumes the form

dHC ¼
ð
D
d2x hðqÞ �M�N þ

v2/
2
þ jv?j

2

2
þ d2e
2r2q2

"(

� ðD�wÞ2 þ jrðrB/Þj2
� �#

dqþ B/ � r�1ðF þ GÞ
� �

dB�/

þ qv? � crF �r/� lrG �r/½ � � dv?
þ qv/ � crðr�1B�/ þ cXÞF 0 � lrðr�1B�/ þ lXÞG0
h

�crqM0 � lrqN 0
�
dv/ � r�2D�wþ ðr�1B�/ þ cXÞF 0

h

þðr�1B�/ þ lXÞG0 þ qM0 þ qN 0
i
dw�

)
: (14)
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B. Second order variation

The expressions into the square brackets in (14) vanish on the
EC equilibrium solution; therefore, the second order variation would
involve only the first order variations of the fields. After some manipu-
lations, d2HC½ue; du� can be written in the following form:

d2HC ue;du½ � ¼
ð
D
d2x

d2e
qr2
jrðrdB/Þj2þ

jrdwj2

r2

(

þ d2e r
2

q
r� r�2rdw

 �� �2þq dv/þq�1v/dq


 �2
þqjdv? þq�1v?dqj2� 2

d2e
r2q
rðdF þ dGÞ �rðrdB/Þ

þ 2
d2e
r2q2
rðdF þ dGÞ �rðrB/Þdq

� 2 ðcrdF þlrdGÞ�r/½ � � dv?

)
þQ; (15)

where

Q ¼
ð
D
d2x ðdB/ du dn dqÞA ðdB/ du dn dqÞT ; (16)

with

A ¼

1 AuB/ AnB/ 0

AuB/ Auu 0 Auq

AnB/ 0 Ann Anq

0 Auq Anq Aqq

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; (17)

and the elements ofA are given explicitly by

Auu ¼ � r�1B�/ þ cX
� �

F00 � qM00; (18)

Ann ¼ � r�1B�/ þ lX
� �

G00 � qN 00; (19)

AuB/ ¼ �r�1F0; AnB/ ¼ �r�1G0; (20)

Auq ¼ �M0; Anq ¼ �N 0; (21)

Aqq ¼ q�1 c2s � v2/ � jv?j
2� d2e

q2

�

� r2 r � r�2rw

 �� �2 þ r�2jrðrB/Þj2

� �
; (22)

where c2s :¼ qh0ðqÞ. In deriving (15), we integrated by parts, omitted
the surface integrals, and completed squares in terms involving the
mass density and velocity field variations.

For Q alone to be positive definite, the matrix A has to be posi-
tive definite, which is equivalent to the requirement that the principal
minors ofA satisfy

Auu � A2
uB/

> 0; (23)

AnnðAuu � A2
uB/
Þ � AuuA

2
nB/

> 0; (24)

Aqq AnnðAuu � A2
uB/
Þ � AuuA

2
nB/

h i
þ ðAuB/Anq � AnB/AuqÞ2 � AnnA

2
uq � AuuA

2
nq > 0: (25)

However, Q > 0 does not imply stability because there are several
indefinite terms in d2HC . More precisely, the first five terms in d2HC

are always non-negative, with the magnetic terms expressing the mag-
netic field line bending, while the other two terms contain kinetic
energy and compressional contributions of the perturbation. These
kinetic-compressional terms constitute an example of the nonsepar-
ability of energies mentioned in the introduction, rendering the
resulting stability conditions sufficient but not necessary. The nonse-
parability is even more severe, since kinetic and potential energy con-
tributions are intertwined also via other terms in d2HC reflecting the
fact that in the two-fluid framework, the coupling between flows and
magnetic fields is more complicated. In particular, what really makes
life difficult are the last three terms into the curly bracket in (15)
because they are clearly sources of indefiniteness, a characteristic
that has been identified in previous EC stability analyses of similar
models45,46 and can potentially be related to linear instability or the
presence of Negative Energy Modes (NEMs). Both can lead to disas-
trous destabilization and loss of confinement. In order to remove the
indefiniteness, we can eliminate or conflate these “problematic” terms
into other terms in view of certain constraints imposed on the varia-
tions dB�/ and dX or by considering special equilibria.

C. Special equilibria

1. Extended MHD

For purely toroidal flow and current, i.e., F0 ¼ G0 ¼ 0, it is clear
that Q > 0 implies d2HC > 0. For our special class of equilibria, we
have AuB/ ¼ AnB/ ¼ 0, and consequently conditions (23)–(25) yield

M00 < 0; N 00 < 0; (26)

M00N 00 c2s � v2/ �
d2e
q2

r2 r � r�2rw

 �� �2� �� 

þM00ðN 0Þ2 þN 00ðM0Þ2 > 0: (27)

The first two conditions imply that M and N must be concave
functions. For the condition (27) to be satisfied, the quantity inside the
square bracket must necessarily be positive, that is, the toroidal veloc-
ity modified by an electron inertial correction has to be lower than the
speed of sound, thus preventing shock formation.

2. Hall MHD

In the limit de ! 0; l! 0 as well, so there is only one indefinite
term in (15), which can be removed upon selecting F0 ¼ 0. In this
case, the flow is purely toroidal, but there is poloidal current created
by the electrons. From (23)–(25), we obtain the following sufficient
stability conditions:

M00 < 0; (28)

r�2GG00 þ qN 00 þ r�2ðG0Þ2 < 0; (29)

M00ðc2s � v2/Þ þ ðM0Þ2
h i

r�2GG00 þ qN 00 þ r�2ðG0Þ2
� �

þ qM00ðN 0Þ2 > 0: (30)

The conditions above necessarily entail c2s � v2/ > 0. This special case
is interesting because the stability condition is expressed explicitly in
terms of equilibrium quantities, and furthermore, it allows us to study
the stability of nontrivial equilibria. For this reason, we proceed by
constructing a Hall MHD equilibrium with purely toroidal rotation
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and applying the criterion (28)–(30). From dHc ¼ 0 [see Eq. (14)],
setting de ¼ 0 and imposing v? ¼ dv? ¼ 0, we can easily extract the
equilibrium equations of interest. These are

D�wþ GG0ðwÞ þ q
u� w
d2i
þ r2qN 0ðwÞ ¼ 0; (31)

hðqÞ ¼ MðuÞ þ N ðwÞ �
v2/
2
; (32)

B/ ¼ r�1GðwÞ; v/ ¼ dirM0ðuÞ; (33)

u� d2i r
2M0ðuÞ ¼ w; (34)

where we have used the definition of u to write v/ ¼ u�w
dir

. Additionally,
we consider the following nonlinear ansatz for the free functions G;M,
andN :

G ¼ g0 þ g1wþ
1
2
g2w

2 þ 1
3
g3w

3;

M¼ m0 þm1uþ
1
2
m2u

2 þ 1
3
m3u

3;

N ¼ n0 þ n1wþ
1
2
n2w

2 þ 1
3
n3w

3:

(35)

We set m1 ¼ 0, which implies that there exists a solution to (34) for
which u ¼ 0 wherever w ¼ 0; therefore, the two flux functions satisfy
the same boundary condition. We consider an adiabatic equation of
state, i.e., hðqÞ ¼ C=ðC� 1Þp1qC�1, where C ¼ 5=3 is the adiabatic
index and p1 is a constant. Then, Eq. (31) was solved numerically using
finite differences and a simple SOR iterative solver on an up-down
poloidally asymmetric domain with a prescribed diverted boundary
having a lower x-point and tokamak pertinent values for the free
parameters.

It is not difficult to adjust the free parameters in (35) to make
conditions (28)–(29) to be satisfied everywhere in the plasma.
However, when it comes to (30), we observe that for b > 1%, the con-
dition is satisfied only within a narrow annular region, wider on the
high field side and narrower on the low field side. For b > 10%, this
region is even narrower forming a thin layer spreading across the high
field side only (Fig. 1). For b < 1%, we were able to find equilibria that
satisfy all three conditions (28)–(30) all over the computational
domain. This indicates that condition (30) is potentially related to the
stabilization of pressure driven modes. To capture the influence of the
Hall parameter di on stability, we considered an equilibrium with
di ¼ 0:04 where all three stability conditions are satisfied everywhere
outside a small region near the core. Then, we increased gradually di,
observing that this region was continuously shrinking until it disap-
peared for di ¼ 0:24. Thereby, we conclude that upon increasing di,
the stability properties may be improved (see Fig. 2). We also corrobo-
rated that including the linear term in M, which is related to rigid
rotation and therefore being intrinsically destabilizing, shrinks the
“stable” region toward the high field side. In closing, we underline that
an equilibrium that fails to satisfy the stability conditions is not neces-
sarily unstable, because the criteria we derived are only sufficient.

D. Conditional stability (constrained variations)

As mentioned earlier, the indefiniteness in d2HC comes from the
terms in (15) containing dF and dG and multiplied byr� dv?; dB/

and dq. Hence, a simple way to get rid of the indefiniteness is to

assume dq ¼ dB/ ¼ r� dv? ¼ 0. However, such a severe restric-
tion of the permitted perturbations should be justified on physical
grounds. Another possibility is to assume only dq ¼ 0, which can be
justified by the fact that incompressible variations are considered to be
the most dangerous ones and then try to eliminate the explicit appear-
ance of dB/ and dv? into d2HC by other means. A way to do so is to
partially minimize the functional (15) with respect to dv? and dB/.
This is a standard procedure to obtain simplified forms of the
Lyapunov functional and improved stability criteria (e.g., see Refs. 36,
47, 54, and 55). The minimization can be realized upon considering
d2HC as a functional of the variations du and require its variation

FIG. 1. The stability diagrams for two ITER-like equilibria with maximum b � 2%
(left) and �20% (right). In the colored regions, all three conditions (28)–(30) are
satisfied. The Hall parameter is di ¼ 0:04 in both cases. The solid red lines repre-
sent the magnetic surfaces, while the dashed blue ones are surfaces of constant
angular velocity.

FIG. 2. The stability diagrams for equilibria with maximum b � 0:8% with di ¼ 0:04
(left) and di ¼ 0:24 (right). While for di ¼ 0:04, there is a hole within which (30) is
not satisfied, increasing di results in a completely stable configuration, under EC
variations.
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with respect to dB/ and dv? to vanish. The resulting Euler-Lagrange
equations,

dB/ ¼ r�1ðdF þ dGÞ; (36)

dv? ¼ �v?dqþ ðcrdF þ lrdGÞ � r/; (37)

are indeed minimizers of the functional, since the second variation
with respect to dB/ and dv? is positive definite. Henceforth, we set
dq ¼ 0. Upon substituting Eqs. (36)–(37) into (15), we find

d2 ~HC ¼
ð
D
d2x

jrdwj2

r2
þ d2e r

2

q
r � r�2rdw

 �� �2(

þqðdv/Þ2 þ r�2ðdF � dGÞ2
)
þ ~Q; (38)

and therefore, ~Q > 0 implies stability. We have

~Q ¼
ð
D
d2x AuuðduÞ2 þ AnnðdnÞ2

h i

�
ð
D
d2x

c2 þ d2e
r2q

ðF 0Þ2jrduj2 þ 2F0durF0 � rdu
� ��

þ l2 þ d2e
r2q

ðG0Þ2jrdnj2 þ 2G0dnrG0 � rdn
� �

þ 2r�2ðF 0Þ2 þ c2 þ d2e
qr2

jrF 0j2
� 

ðduÞ2

þ 2r�2ðG0Þ2 þ l2 þ d2e
qr2

jrG0j2
� 

ðdnÞ2
�
: (39)

Following Ref. 40, let us define the vectors ku :¼ rdu=du;
kn :¼ rdn=dn. In view of this definition, we can write (39) in diago-
nal form with

~Auu ¼ � r�1B�/ þ cX
� �

F00 � qM00 � 2r�2ðF 0Þ2

� c2 þ d2e
qr2

jrF0j2 þ ðF0Þ2jkuj2 þ ku � rðF 0Þ2
h i

; (40)

~Ann ¼ � r�1B�/ þ lX
� �

G00 � qN 00 � 2r�2ðG0Þ2

� l2 þ d2e
qr2

jrG0j2 þ ðG0Þ2jknj2 þ kn � rðG0Þ2
� �

: (41)

Invoking the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, it is clear that the
conditions

� r�1B�/ þ cX
� �

F00 � qM00 � 2r�2ðF 0Þ2

� c2 þ d2e
qr2

jrF0j2þðF 0Þ2jkuj2 þ jkujjrðF 0Þ2j
h i

	 aujkuj2 þ bujkuj þ cu > 0; (42)

� r�1B�/ þ lX
� �

G00 � qN 00 � 2r�2ðG0Þ2

� l2 þ d2e
qr2

jrG0j2þðG0Þ2jknj2 þ jknjjrðG0Þ2j
� �

	 anjknj2 þ bnjknj þ cn > 0; (43)

are sufficient for ~Auu > 0 and ~Ann > 0 and therefore for ~Q > 0. The
two polynomials in jkuj and jknj must have at least one real positive
root. Given that au < 0; bu < 0 and an < 0; bn < 0, we understand
that one root will always be negative; thus, in order for the second one
to be positive, the products of the roots, given by cu=au; cn=an, must
be negative. Therefore, we conclude that the conditions under which
there exists exactly one real positive root for each polynomial are

cu :¼ � r�1B�/ þ cX
� �

F00 � qM00

�2r�2ðF 0Þ2 � c2 þ d2e
qr2

jrF0j2 > 0; (44)

cn : ¼ � r�1B�/ þ lX
� �

G00 � qN 00

�2r�2ðG0Þ2 � l2 þ d2e
qr2

jrG0j2 > 0: (45)

Now, in view of (44)–(45), the two polynomials are also positive in the
domain 0 
 jkuj < kþu ; 0 
 jknj < kþn , where k

þ
u and kþn are the real

positive roots of the polynomials in (42) and (43), respectively. This is
true, since they do not change sign within this domain and further-
more they are positive for jkuj ¼ 0; jknj ¼ 0. We thereby conclude
that conditions (44) and (45) are sufficient for ~Auu > 0 and ~Ann > 0,
if jkuj < kþu and jknj < kþn . On the other hand, there is a topological
lower bound on the admissible values of ku; kn due to the Poincar�e
inequality,ð

D
d2x jkuj2ðduÞ2 ¼

ð
D
d2x jrduj2 � C�1

ð
D
d2x ðduÞ2; (46)

i.e., hðjkuj2 � C�1ÞðdxÞ2i � 0, where x ¼ u; n. Here, C is the
Poincar�e constant depending on the geometry of the domain D. Note
that for smooth and bounded domains, the smallest eigenvalue of the
Laplacian is an optimal value for C�1 since it minimizes the Rayleigh
quotient. Finally, note that if we do not assume dq ¼ 0, then an addi-

tional inequality of the form ~Auu ~Ann ~Aqq � ~Auu ~A
2
nq � ~Ann ~A

2
uq > 0

will emerge. In this case, it turns out that jvj2 þ d2e jJj
2=q2 < c2s is

again necessary but not sufficient for stability. Possibly, similar manip-
ulations to those employed above to arrive at sufficient conditions
could be used; such a treatment though would introduce additional
constraints on the admissible equilibria and the values of jkxj, restrict-
ing the range of applicability of the resulting stability criterion, which
will diverge even more from necessity. Summarizing, the following
sufficient conditional stability criterion holds for incompressible
perturbations:

cu > 0; cn > 0;

for jkuj < kþu ; jknj < kþn ;

h jkxj2 � C�1

 �

ðdxÞ2i � 0; (47)

where

kþx ¼
1
2ax

�bx �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2x � 4axcx

q� �
; x ¼ u; n: (48)

Note that the last inequality in (47) is satisfied for sure if minðjkxj2Þ
� C�1 and hence, cx > 0; x ¼ u; n are sufficient stability conditions
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if C�1 
 jkxj2 < kþx . As a final point, we stress that this stability crite-
rion is general enough to capture a large variety of modes as long as
kþ’s are large enough. Hence, this criterion is practically useful to
assess the stability properties of equilibria, when the equilibrium states
under consideration render kþ’s as large as possible.

III. DYNAMICALLY ACCESSIBLE VARIATIONS

Within the noncanonical Hamiltonian framework, one can also
consider the so-called dynamically accessible variations (DAVs) intro-
duced in Refs. 20, 33, and 34 and used in the MHD context in Refs.
36, 44, and 47. The EC method is valid for general perturbations, but
applicable only for EC equilibria, and as mentioned in Sec. II, many
times, the perturbations need be restricted to be spatially symmetric.
On the other hand, this defect is removed for DA stability analyses,
which allow one to treat generic equilibria by restricting perturbations
to adhere to phase space constraints; i.e., perturbations are restricted
to lie on the symplectic leaves, which are essentially the level sets of the
Casimirs. Because DAVs lie on the symplectic leaves, they conserve
the Casimirs, that is, dCda ¼ 0, regardless of the equilibrium
conditions.

In Refs. 20, 33, and 34, it was argued that the stability under
DAVs is important because perturbations away from the symplectic
leaf of the equilibrium under consideration, although well posed as
an initial value problem, must come from physics outside the
dynamical model being considered, since that dynamics preserves
the Casimirs. If such physics is operative, then one might need to
incorporate it into the dynamical model under consideration. If this
were done, then EC or any other kind of stability analysis would
likely change. Viewed this way, DA stability is quite natural to
consider.

In addition to satisfying dCda ¼ 0, the first order DAVs nullify
the Hamiltonian on generic equilibrium points, including the energy-
Casimir ones; thus,

dH ue; duda½ � ¼ 0 (49)

is a variational principle for generic equilibria. The sufficient stability
criterion is provided by the positive definiteness of perturbation
energy

d2Hda ue½ � ¼
ð
d3x

d2H
duiduj

����
ue

duidadu
j
da þ

dH
dui

����
ue

d2uida

 !
; (50)

where duda and d2uda are the first order and second order projections
of arbitrary variations onto the symplectic leaves, respectively. Such
DAVs are obtained from the generating functional given by
W ¼

Ð
d3x uigi, where g is a state vector embodying the arbitrariness

of the perturbations of the various dynamical variables. The DAVs to
the first order are given by duda ¼ fu;Wg. In our case, one has

W ¼
ð
V
d3x g0qþ g1 � v þ g2 � B�


 �
; (51)

generating the following variations:

dqda ¼ fq;Wg ¼ �r � g1; (52)

dvda ¼ fv;Wg ¼ �rg0 þ q�1g1 � xþ q�1ðr � g2Þ � B�;

(53)

dB�da ¼ fB�;Wg ¼ r� q�1ðg1 � dir� g2Þ � B�
�

þ d2eq
�1ðr � g2Þ � x

�
: (54)

To show that the dynamically accessible variation of the Hamiltonian
vanishes at general equilibria, we consider

dHda ¼
ð
V
d3x qv � dvdaþ hþ v2

2
þ d2e

jJj2

2q

 !
dqda þ B � dB�da

" #
;

(55)

with expressions (52)–(54). Upon performing integrations by parts
and omitting the surface integrals, we find

dHda ¼ �
ð
V
d3x �g0r � ðqvÞ

�

þ g1 � v � x�r hþ v2

2
þ d2e

jJj2

2q

 !
þ J� B�

q

" #

þ g2 � r � v � B� � di
J� B�

q
þ d2e

J� x

q

� �
: (56)

It is apparent that the coefficients of g0; g1; g2 vanish in view of generic
XMHD equilibrium conditions and consequently dHda½ue� ¼ 0.

To proceed with the derivation of stability criteria, we need to cal-
culate the second order variation of the Hamiltonian, which, in view
of Eq. (50), is

d2Hda ¼
ð
V
d3x qjdvdaj2 þ hþ v2

2
þ d2e

jJj2

2q2

 !
d2qda

(

þ h0ðqÞ � d2e
jJj2

q3

" #
ðdqdaÞ2 þ 2v � dvdadqda þ qv � d2vda

þ dBda � dB�da þ B � d2B�da þ
d2e
q2

J � dJdadqda

)
: (57)

From the definition of B�, one has

dB�da ¼ dBda � d2er�
J
q2

dqda

� �
þ d2er�

dJda
q

� �
: (58)

Upon inserting (58) into (57), the second term of (58) cancels out the
last term in (57), leading to

d2Hda ¼
ð
V
d3x qjdvda þ q�1vdqdaj2 þ jdBdaj2

(

þd2e
jdJdaj2

q
þ q�1 c2s � jvj

2 � d2e
jJj2

q2

 !
ðdqdaÞ2

þqv � d2vda þ B � d2B�da

þ hþ jvj
2

2
þ d2e

jJj2

2q2

 !
d2qda

)
: (59)

The second order variations of the field variables are given by

d2qda ¼ 0; (60)
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d2vda ¼ q�1g1 �r� dvda þ q�1ðr � g2Þ � dB�da � q�2 g1 � xþ ðr � g2Þ � B�
� �

dqda

¼ q�1ðf� xþ g� B�Þr � ðqfÞ þ f�r� f� xþ g� B�ð Þ þ g�r� ðf� digÞ � B� þ d2eg� x
� �

; (61)

d2B�da ¼ r� fq�1ðg1 � dir� g2Þ � dB�da þ d2eq
�1ðr � g2Þ � r � dvda � q�2 ðg1 � dir� g2Þ � B� þ d2e ðr � g2Þ � x

� �
dqdag

¼ r� fðf� digÞ � r � ðf� digÞ � B� þ d2eg� x
� �

þ d2eg�r� f� xþ g� B�ð Þ þ q�1 ðf� digÞ � B� þ d2eg� x
� �

r � ðqfÞg;
(62)

where f :¼ q�1g1 and g :¼ q�1r� g2 have been introduced to facili-
tate the comparison with the previous MHD and HMHD results.22,36,47

Evidently, r � ðqgÞ ¼ 0 holds by definition of g. Substituting
(60)–(62) into (57), we find via some straightforward calculations an

expression for d2Hda (see Appendix A) that is difficult to be compared
with the corresponding HMHD and MHD expressions derived in Refs.
22 and 47, respectively. However, after some tedious but also straight-
forward manipulations, (A1) can be brought in the following form:

d2Hda ¼
ð
V
d3x

�
qj � rg0 þ f� xþ g� B� þ f � rv � v � rfj2 þ jdBdaj2 � qf � r h0ðqÞr � ðqfÞ

� �
�ðf � rhÞr � ðqfÞ � f � ðv � rvÞr � ðqfÞ � ðf� JÞ � r � ðf� B�Þ � qf � ðf � rv � v � rfÞ � rv½ �
�qf � ðv � rÞðf � rv � v � rfÞ þ 2diðf� JÞ � r � ðg� B�Þ � diqðg� B�Þ � g � rðv � diJ=qÞ � ðv � diJ=qÞ � rg½ �

þd2eq�1jr � dBdaj2 � d2e f � r
�
jJj2

2q2

�
r � ðqfÞ þ d2eqf � r

�
jJj2

q3
r � ðqfÞ


� d2e ðg� JÞ � r � ðg� B�Þ

�d2e ð2f� digÞ � J½ � � r � ðg� xÞ � d2eqðg� vÞ � r � ðg� xÞ
�
: (63)

Now, it becomes clear that the case de ¼ 0 corresponds to the baro-
tropic counterpart of the HMHD d2Hda given in Ref. 22, while if we
further impose di ¼ 0, we find d2Hda ¼

Ð
Vd

3x qjdvda þ f � rv
�v � rfj2 þ dW, where dW is the Frieman-Rotenberg expression
for the potential energy,2 consistent with the results found in Refs.
36 and 47.

The correct MHD limit of (63) reveals an important advantage of
the DA method compared to the EC one. As it has been highlighted in
Refs. 49–51, the MHD limit of the Casimirs and variational functionals
(e.g., the Lagrangian) of XMHD and HMHD presents certain peculiar-
ities because the Hall term gives rise to singular perturbations, making
the derivation of their MHD counterparts rather not straightforward,
a difficulty that, as regards to the Casimirs, was treated in Refs. 49 and
51. Hence, it is natural that this complication is inherited by the varia-
tional principles involving the Casimirs, e.g., the EC method.
However, in the derivation of d2Hda, we did not make use of the
Casimirs, and therefore their problematic MHD limit does not affect
the MHD limit of the DA stability criterion.

The Dirichlet stability theorem, the condition d2Hda > 0
8 f; g; g0, ensures the stability of generic XMHD equilibria under
dynamically accessible perturbations. However, as long as the variation
of the magnetic field is treated as arbitrary, i.e., independent of f and
g, even though it is not, the criterion is based on the positiveness of the
terms that do not contain dBda. Thus, we understand that an improve-
ment of the stability criterion can be obtained upon relating dBda with
f and g by solving the differential equation that connects dBda with
dB�daðf; gÞ and dqdaðfÞ and follows from the definition of B�. The

solution can be effected by introducing a tensorial Green’s function as
follows:

dBda ¼
ð
V 0
d3x0 Gðx0; xÞ � r

� ðf� digÞ � B� þ d2eg� x� d2e
J
q2
r � ðqfÞ

� 
; (64)

withGðx0; xÞ being the solution of

1þ d2er�
r�
q

� �� 
Giðx0; xÞ ¼ eidðx0 � xÞ; (65)

with i ¼ 1; 2; 3. For q ¼ const:, things are simpler since the opera-
tor on the lhs of (65) becomes the Helmholtz operator (because
r � dBda ¼ 0) and if Cartesian coordinates are employed, then the
equation splits into a set of three independent differential equa-
tions, one for each spatial component, in which case Green’s ten-
sor can be replaced by a scalar Green’s function that can be
written as an infinite sum of Helmholtz basis functions. The prob-
lem, though, remains highly dependent on the particular bound-
ary conditions.

IV. PERTURBATIONS IN MIXED EULERIAN-
LAGRANGIAN FRAMEWORK

In the Lagrangian framework, the fluids are not described in
terms of fields measured at a fixed position x 2 R3 as in the Eulerian
framework adopted above, but in terms of Lagrangian or material
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variables suitable for tracking the motion of the individual fluid
elements. The material variables are the positions of the fluid ele-
ments at a given instant: qsðas; tÞ (s ¼ i; e standing for the ion and
electron species), where as 2 R3 are the fluid element labels, usu-
ally taken as the element’s position at t¼ 0. The two viewpoints are
connected through the so-called Lagrange-Euler map, which has to
be consistent in the sense that an action written in the Lagrangian
framework is mapped to an action written exclusively in terms of
Eulerian variables, a requirement called the Eulerian Closure
Principle (ECP).52,53 For a two-fluid theory, which is the starting
point of the XMHD model, the Lagrange-Euler map is described
by the following relations:

vsðx; tÞ ¼ _qsðas; tÞjas¼q�1s ðx;tÞ; (66)

nsðx; tÞ ¼
ns0ðasÞ
J sðas; tÞ

����
as¼q�1s ðx;tÞ

; (67)

ssðx; tÞ ¼ ss0ðasÞjas¼q�1s ðx;tÞ; (68)

where ss are the specific entropies of the fluids and J s ðs ¼ i; eÞ are
the Jacobians of qs with respect to as, i.e., J s :¼ detð@qis=@a

j
sÞ. For

barotropic fluids, ss are just constants. Equations (66)–(68) are
nothing more than the well known single fluid Lagrange-Euler
map, described in detail in Ref. 20, written for each one of the con-
stituent fluids. The difference between the single-fluid MHD and
the two-fluid case is that in the former model, the magnetic field
can be expressed in terms of Lagrangian variables, due to the
frozen-in property of the magnetic field lines. In the case of
HMHD and XMHD, one can find similar frozen-in properties31,32

as well. However, in XMHD, this property concerns generalized
magnetic-vorticity fields, and as a result, only the field B� can be
explicitly expressed in terms of the Lagrangian variables. This
means that similar expressions for B can be found only implicitly
through a relation similar to (64). This makes a fully Lagrangian
description of the XMHD model more involved and less universal
than the corresponding description for MHD, since it requires the
solution of a differential equation for B, which depends on the spe-
cific boundary conditions. Another peculiarity is that in a fully
Lagrangian description, the usual Legendre transform cannot be per-
formed, and therefore one needs to start with a phase-space
Lagrangian.31 One way to get rid of those peculiarities is to sacrifice
some information about the relationship of the magnetic field with
the fluid motion, describing the former as an independent Eulerian
variable. Despite this compromise, the resulting mixed Eulerian-
Lagrangian description35 is still sufficient in order to perform stabil-
ity analyses and make comparisons with other stability methods.

Lagrangian stability, being applicable for all possible equilibria
and also considering perturbations that are not dynamically restricted
or constrained by spatial symmetry, most times appears to be the most
generic method available. To perform a stability analysis in terms of
Lagrangian displacements, within a fully Lagrangian framework, as in
the work of Newcomb56 for MHD or a mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian
framework as was done by Vuilemin57 for the complete two-fluid
model (without quasineutrality), we need to start with the Lagrangian
of the model and compute its second order variation induced by small
perturbations. The two-fluid Lagrangian with Maxwell’s term being
neglected in view of the assumption vA � c (vA and c are the Alfv�en
speed and the speed of light, respectively)35 is

L ¼
X
s¼i;e

ð
d3as

1
2
msns0ðasÞj _qsðas; tÞj

2�msns0ðasÞUs ss;
msns0ðasÞ
J sðas; tÞ

� ��

þ
ð
d3x dðx� qsðas; tÞÞesns0ðasÞ _qsðas; tÞ �Aðx; tÞ �Uðx; tÞ

� ��

� 1
2l0

ð
d3xjr �Aðx; tÞj2; (69)

where A and U are the vector and electrostatic potentials, respectively.
Now, since the trajectories qi; qe of the ion and electron fluid elements
are in general, different, then at time t> 0, they will be located at dif-
ferent positions x and x0 unless the fluid elements ai and ae are chosen
appropriately so to make x0 ¼ x. Imposing locality at the Eulerian level
is equivalent to matching up the ion and electron fluid elements on
the basis of the map ae ¼ q�1e ðqiðai; tÞ; tÞ (see Fig. 3 and also the
corresponding explanation in Ref. 31). In view of these considerations,
we understand that local quasineutrality at the Lagrangian level is
ensured if

ni0ðaiÞ ¼ ne0ðaeÞjae¼q�1e ðqiðai;tÞ;tÞ: (70)

In view of (67), Eq. (70) along with the imposition of Eulerian quasi-
neutrality niðx; tÞ ¼ neðx; tÞ leads to

J ijai¼q�1i ðx;tÞ
¼ J ejae¼q�1e ðx;tÞ:

The final step for obtaining an XMHD action is to replace the
ion and electron Lagrangian variables with XMHD-like variables,
which would play the roles of Lagrangian analogs for v and J=ðenÞ. In
this regard, we define two new Lagrangian quantitiesQ andD through
the following relations:

Qðai; ae; tÞ :¼ mi

m
qiðai; tÞ þ

me

m
qeðae; tÞ; (71)

Dðai; ae; tÞ :¼ qiðai; tÞ � qeðae; tÞ: (72)

The inverse transformation reads as follows:

FIG. 3. The trajectories of a random pair of electron and ion fluid elements labeled
by a0e and ai , respectively, end up at different locations at time t> 0. However, if
the electron label is chosen so that ae ¼ q�1e ðqiðai ; tÞÞ, then the trajectories inter-
sect at time t> 0.
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qiðai; tÞ ¼ Qðai; ae; tÞ þ aiDðai; ae; tÞ;
qeðae; tÞ ¼ Qðai; ae; tÞ þ aeDðai; ae; tÞ;

(73)

where ai ¼ me=m and ae ¼ �mi=m. We are now in a position to
write down an XMHD Lagrangian in ðQ;DÞ variables as follows:

L¼
ð ð

d3aid
3aedðae�q�1e ðqiðai; tÞ; tÞÞ

X
s¼i;e

ns0ðasÞ
ms

2
j _Qj2

�

þms

2
a2s j _Dj

2þmsas _Q � _Dþ es _Q �Aðqsðas; tÞ; tÞ� esUðqsðas; tÞ; tÞ

þesas _D �Aðqsðas; tÞ; tÞ�msUs ss;
msns0ðasÞ
J sðas; tÞ

� �

� 1
2l0

ð
d3xjr�Aðx; tÞj2: (74)

Note that Q and D depend on ai and ae. Also, the role of the delta
function is to ensure the locality of the Eulerian version of (74), i.e.,
the trajectories qi and qe meet each other at t> 0. In general, we are
interested in examining the stability of stationary equilibria in the
Eulerian picture. It is well known20,36,56 that not all Eulerian equilibria
correspond to the Lagrangian ones, e.g., for a stationary Eulerian equi-
librium, an infinite number of fluid elements have to be in motion for
the realization of the flow. However, in the Lagrangian framework,
moving fluid elements correspond to time dependent material varia-
bles. Therefore, we conclude that stationary Eulerian states correspond
to time dependent Lagrangian trajectories qs0 ¼ qs0ðas; tÞ. Hence, we
expand the material variables around time dependent reference trajec-
tories considering a small perturbation, that is, the fields should be
decomposed as follows:

Qðai; ae; tÞ ¼ Q0ðai; ae; tÞ þ fðai; ae; tÞ; (75)

Dðai; ae; tÞ ¼ D0ðai; ae; tÞ þ gðai; ae; tÞ; (76)

Aðx; tÞ ¼ A0ðxÞ þ A1ðx; tÞ; (77)

Uðx; tÞ ¼ U0ðxÞ þ U1ðx; tÞ; (78)

where the quantities with subscript 0 define the equilibrium state,
those with subscript 1 define the perturbed electromagnetic field, and
f; g are Lagrangian displacements accounting for the perturbation of
the fluid element trajectories. Hence, in view of (75)–(78), we find
using (74) the perturbed L ¼ L0 þ L1 þ L2 þ � � �. For stability, we
are interested in L2 because it describes the linearized dynamics, while
L0 is merely a constant and L1 vanishes at equilibrium. To write
down the second order perturbation of the Lagrangian, we need to
expand the electromagnetic potentials and the internal energies. The
magnetic and electric potentials are computed on the fluid trajectories;
thus, up to second order, they are

Aðqs0 þ fþ asg; tÞ ¼ A0ðqs0Þ þ A1ðqs0; tÞ þ ðfþ asgÞ � rqs0A0ðqs0Þ
þ ðfþ asgÞ � rqs0A1ðqs0; tÞ

þ 1
2
ðfþ asgÞðfþ asgÞ : rqs0rqs0A0ðqs0Þ;(79)

Uðqs0 þ fþ asg; tÞ ¼ U0ðqs0Þ þU1ðqs0; tÞ þ ðfþ asgÞ � rqs0U0ðqs0Þ
þ ðfþ asgÞ � rqs0U1ðqs0; tÞ

þ 1
2
ðfþ asgÞðfþ asgÞ : rqs0rqs0U0ðqs0Þ; (80)

where ab : cd :¼ aibjcjdi. The second order perturbative expansion of
the internal energy terms is performed along lines similar to those of
the single fluid case (see Ref. 20) in Appendix B. Henceforth, the sub-
script 0 will be dropped on the understanding that from now on A;U,
Q, D, qs, and J s correspond to equilibrium. Using the results (79),
(80) and (B3), we are able to construct L2,

L2 ¼
ð ð

d3aid
3aedðae � q�1e ðqiðai; tÞ; tÞÞ

X
s

ns0ðasÞ
ms

2
j _fj2 þ a2s

ms

2
j _gj2 þmsas _f � _gþes _Q þ as _D


 ��

� fþ asgð Þ � rqsA1ðqs; tÞ þ
1
2

fþ asgð Þ fþ asgð Þ : rqsrqsAðqsÞ
� 
þesð _f þ as _gÞ � A1ðqs; tÞ þ fþ asgð Þ � rqsAðqsÞ

� �
� es fþ asgð Þ � rqsU1ðqs; tÞ

� es
2

fþ asgð Þ fþ asgð Þ : rqsrqsUðqsÞ �
n2s0
2J 2

s

@2Us

@n2s
rqs � fþ asrqs � g

 �2

� ns0
2J s

@U s

@ns
rqs � fþ asrqs � g

 �2 þrqs fþ asgð Þ : rqs fþ asgð Þ
h i�

� 1
2l0

ð
d3xjr � A1ðx; tÞj2; (81)

where Us ¼ msUs. The locality of the perturbed Lagrangian density is
imposed through the delta function in (81) by means of the equilib-
rium trajectories, i.e., dðae � q�1e0 ðqi0ðai; tÞ; tÞÞ. This is equivalent to
imposing x0 ¼ x, after performing a single fluid Lagrange-Euler map
(which involves the unperturbed trajectories, e.g., Ref. 20) for each
constituent fluid. The Lagrangian (81) is not very different from the
two-fluid result of Vuilemin;57 actually, it is the quasineutral counter-
part of his second order perturbed Lagrangian, written however, in
terms of the XMHD Lagrangian displacements f; g instead of the

two-fluid ones ni; ne. Moreover, (81) is applicable for generic ther-
modynamic closures with scalar pressure, not only for fluids obey-
ing the adiabatic ideal-gas law as in Ref. 57. The most important
advantage of our formulation can be seen though, after employing
the Lagrange-Euler map: first, because (81) explicitly dictates how
the labels of the fluid elements are related so that the Lagrange-
Euler map will result in a local Lagrangian and second because its
Eulerian counterpart will be expressed in terms of the MHD-like
variables v and J.
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To employ the Lagrange-Euler map, we need to “Eulerianize” the displacement vectors. This procedure, along with the calculation of the
Eulerian-field variations in terms of the Lagrangian displacements, which enables us to compare them with DAVs, is presented in Appendix C.
The Eulerian variations of the fields are

dv ¼ @t~f þ v � r~f � ~f � rv þmime

m2
w � r~g � ~g � rwð Þ; (82)

dw ¼ @t~g þ v � r~g � ~g � rv þ w � r~f � ~f � rw þm2
e �m2

i

m2
w � r~g � ~g � rwð Þ; (83)

where w :¼ J=ðenÞ and ~f; ~g are the Eulerianized displacement vectors. Using the maps (C1) and (C3) from Appendix C, and also relations (67)
and (70) together with d3x ¼ J sd3as, we compute the Eulerian expression for Ls from the Lagrangian (81)

L2 ¼
ð
d3x

mn
2
j@tfj2 þ

mime

2m
nj@tgj2 þ @tf � mn v � rfþmime

m2
w � rg

� �
þ eng � rA

� �

þ@tg �
mime

m
n v � rgþ w � rfþm2

e �m2
i

m2
w � rg

� �
þ en A1 þ f � rAþm2

e �m2
i

m2
g � rA

� �� 
þWðf; g;A1;U1Þ

�
; (84)

where

Wðf; g;A1;U1Þ ¼ �
1
2l0
jr � A1j2 þ

mn
2

v � rfþmime

m2
w � rg

��� ���2

þ mimen
2m

v � rgþ w � rfþm2
e �m2

i

m2
w � rg

����
����
2

þ en v � rfþmime

m2
w � rg

� �
� g � rAð Þ

þ en v � rgþ w � rfþm2
e �m2

i

m2
w � rg

� �
� A1 þ f � rAþm2

e �m2
i

m2
g � rA

� �

þ en v � ðg � rA1Þ þ w � ðf � rA1Þ þ v � ðfg : rrAÞ þ 1
2

w � ðff : rrAÞ þm2
e �m2

i

m2
w � ðg � rA1Þ

�

þ m2
e �m2

i

m2
w � ðfg : rrAÞ þm2

e �m2
i

2m2
v � ðgg : rrAÞ þm3

e þm3
i

2m3
w � ðgg : rrAÞ

� fg : rrU�m2
e �m2

i

2m2
gg : rrU� g � rU1


� p
2
rf : rf� ðr � fÞ2
� �

� 1
2
n
@p
@n
ðr � fÞ2

� rf : rg� ðr � fÞðr � gÞ½ � me

m
pi �

mi

m
pe

� �
� n

me

m
@pi
@n
�mi

m
@pe
@n

� �
ðr � fÞðr � gÞ

� 1
2
rg : rg� ðr � gÞ2
� � me

m

� �2

pi þ
mi

m

� �2

pe

" #
� 1
2
n

me

m

� �2 @pi
@n
þ mi

m

� �2 @pe
@n

" #
ðr � gÞ2: (85)

Here, we have used ps ¼ n2@U s=@n, Dalton’s law p ¼ pi þ pe, and in addition n3@2U s=@n2 ¼ n@ps=@n� 2ps. Also, the tildes have been dropped
since we are working now in a completely Eulerian framework, and there is no need to distinguish from the Lagrangian variables. We should stress
here that the version of the XMHD model we use in the previous sections was derived upon expanding the quasineutral two-fluid equations and
keeping terms up to zeroth order in l :¼ me=mi in the Alfv�en normalized equations of motion. In the derivations of this section, we have not per-
formed such an expansion, and therefore until now, our results are fully two-fluid with quasineutrality. Hence, they can be used either to describe
an ion-electron plasma or a positron-electron plasma, just by replacing the ion mass by the positron mass.

The Euler-Lagrange equations that correspond to (84) are obtained upon minimizing the action

S2 ¼
ðt2
t1

dtL2; (86)

with boundary conditions f � n̂ ¼ g � n̂ ¼ 0, where n̂ is the unit vector normal to the boundary and

fðx; t ¼ t1Þ ¼ fðx; t ¼ t2Þ ¼ gðx; t ¼ t1Þ ¼ gðx; t ¼ t2Þ ¼ 0:

These equations describe the linearized dynamics; more specifically, from the f-variation, one obtains the linearized momentum equation, while
from g-variations, a generalized Ohm’s law occurs. However, there are two redundant variables, namely, A1 and U1, which do not appear in pairs
of generalized coordinates and velocities. In some way, we need to express them in terms of the generalized coordinates so as to eliminate this
redundancy. As regards U1, one can express it by selecting a particular gauge. Alternatively, we can compute the respective “Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions” that can be used either to eliminate U1 andA1 or as side conditions. Accordingly, extremizing the action with respect to the electromagnetic
field variables, we find
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dU1 : er � ðngÞ ¼ 0; (87)

dA1 : en @tgþ v � rg� g � rv þ w � rf� f � rw½

þm2
e �m2

i

m2
w � rg� g � rwð Þ�

� J
n
r � ðnfÞ � J1 ¼ 0; (88)

where for the derivation of (88), we assumed ðA1 � dA1Þj@D � n̂ ¼ 0.
Equation (87) expresses the charge neutrality for the perturbed state.
In view of this condition, the term that containsU1 inW can be elimi-
nated upon integrating by parts. Also, in principle, (88) can be used to
express A1 in terms of f and g. Combining Eq. (88) with (83), we find
the expression for the Eulerian variation of the particle density to be

n1 ¼ �r � ðnfÞ; (89)

which is of the form of dqda [see Eq. (52)].
To arrive at a sufficient stability condition, we need to calculate

the Hamiltonian of the linearized dynamics. To this end, the standard
procedure of Legendre transforming the Lagrangian (84) can be
applied. The departing point for performing this transformation is to
define the generalized momenta pf and pg as follows:

pf :¼ dL2
d _f
¼ mn @tfþ v � rfþmime

m2
w � rg

� �
þ eng � rA; (90)

pg : ¼ dL2
d _g
¼ mime

m
n @tgþ v � rgþ w � rfþm2

e �m2
i

m2
w � rg

� �

þen A1 þ f � rAþm2
e �m2

i

m2
g � rA

� �
: (91)

With (90) and (91) at hand, we employ the usual Legendre transform,
H2 ¼

Ð
Dd

3x ðpf � @tfþ pg � @tgÞ � L2, to find

H2 ¼
ð
D
d3x

1
2mn

pf �mn v � rfþmime

m2
w � rg

� �
� eng � rA

����
2

�����
"

þ m
2mimen

pg �
mime

m
n v � rgþ w � rfþm2

e �m2
i

m2
w � rg

� �����
�en A1 þ f � rAþm2

e �m2
i

m2
g � rA

� �����
2

�Wðf; gÞ�: (92)

From (92), we deduce that

�
ð
d3xWðf; gÞ � 0 (93)

withWðf; gÞ given by (85) implies stability.

V. HALL MHD

The HMHD case has an interesting peculiarity: to derive the
HMHD perturbed Lagrangian, we assume massless electrons, i.e., me

¼ 0; as a result, @tg appears linearly in L2, and therefore the definition
of the canonical momentum pg results in a constraint instead of an
equation that can be used to express @tg in terms of pg. But before
addressing this peculiarity, we Alfv�en normalize the HMHD
Lagrangian term by term so as to facilitate comparisons with the
already known results in this framework. The Alfv�en normalization is
effected by

�n ¼ n=n0; �t ¼ t=sA; �r ¼ ‘r;
�B ¼ B=B0; �J ¼ J=ðB0=‘l0Þ; �A ¼ A=ð‘B0Þ;
�E ¼ E=ðvAB0Þ; �U ¼ U=ð‘vAB0Þ; ps ¼ ps=ðB2

0=l0Þ;
(94)

where ‘, n0, and B0 are the reference length, the particle density, and
the magnetic field, respectively; vA ¼ B0=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0min0
p

is the Alfv�en
speed, and sA ¼ ‘=vA is the Alfv�en time. In order to write the
Lagrangian in dimensionless form, we also need to introduce normal-
ized displacements f and g. Equations (82) and (83) suggest that an
appropriate normalization is

�f ¼ f=‘; �g ¼ g=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mi=l0n0e2

p
¼ g=ki; (95)

where ki is the ion skin depth ðki ¼ di‘Þ. In view of (94) and (95) and
setting me ¼ 0, the Lagrangian (84) can be brought into the following
dimensionless form:

L2¼
ð
d3x

q
2
j@tfj2þq @tfð Þ � ðg �rAþv �rfÞ

�

þqð@tgÞ � A1þf �rA�dig �rAð ÞþWhmhdðf;g;A1Þ
�
; (96)

where

Whmhd ¼
q
2
jv � rfj2 þ qðv � rfÞ � ðg � rAÞ þ q v � rgþ q�1J � rf� diq

�1J � rg

 �

� A1 þ f � rA� dig � rAð Þ þ qv � ðg � rA1Þ

þqv � ðfg : rrAÞ � di
2

qv � ðgg : rrAÞ þ J � ðf � rA1Þ � diJ � ðg � rA1Þ þ
1
2
J � ðff : rrAÞ

�diJ � ðfg : rrAÞ þ d2i
2
J � ðgg : rrAÞ � qg � rU1 � qðfg : rrUÞ þ di

2
qgg : rrU

� p
2
rf : rf� ðr � fÞ2
� �

� q
2
c2s ðr � fÞ

2 þ dipe rf : rg� ðr � fÞðr � gÞ½ � þ diqc
2
seðr � fÞðr � gÞ

� d2i
2
pe rg : rg� ðr � gÞ2
� �

� d2i
2

qc2seðr � gÞ
2 � 1

2
jB1j2; (97)

and the bars have been dropped. Note that the term,
Ð
d3x qg � rU1, vanishes in view of (87) and the boundary conditions. In addition, the pertur-

bation of the velocity field and the field J=q is given by
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dv ¼ @tfþ v � rf� f � rv; (98)

d
J
q

� �
¼ @tgþ v � rg� g � rv

þ J
q
� rf� f � r J

q
� di

J
q
� rg� g � r J

q

� �
; (99)

while the generalizedmomenta pf and pg are now computed as follows:

pf ¼
dL2

d _f
¼ qð@tfþ v � rfÞ þ qg � rA; (100)

pg ¼
dL2
d _g
¼ q A1 þ f � rA� dig � rAð Þ: (101)

Note that Eq. (101) cannot be used in order to express @tg in terms of
pg; therefore, it can be interpreted as a constraint between the dynami-
cal variables, which helps us though to express explicitly A1 in terms
of canonical variables via A1 ¼ q�1pg � ðf� digÞ � rA. A consis-
tency condition is that this equation holds for all time, i.e., that it is
preserved by the dynamics,

pg � q A1 þ f � rA� dig � rAð Þ;H2
� �

¼ 0; (102)

where

f ; g½ � ¼
ð
d3x

df
df
� dg
dpf
� dg

df
� df
dpf
þ df

dg
� dg
dpg
� dg

dg
� df
dpg

� �
(103)

is the canonical Poisson bracket and

H2¼
ð
d3x

1
2q
jpf�qv �rf�qg �rAj2�Whmhdðf;g;pgÞ

� 
; (104)

where A1 has been expressed via Eq. (101). From (102)–(104), we find

� @Whmhd

@g
¼ dirA �

J
q
r � ðqfÞþq ðf� digÞ � r

J
q
� v � rg

��

þg � rv � J
q
� rfþ di

J
q
� rg


þr�r

� q�1pg � ðf� digÞ � rA
� ��

: (105)

Now, let us proceed by computing the Hamiltonian equations of motion

@tg ¼
dH2

dpg
¼ �v � rgþ g � rv � J

q
� rfþ f � r J

q

þ di
J
q
� rg� g � r J

q

� �
þ J

q2
r � ðqfÞ

þ q�1r�r� q�1pg � ðf� digÞ � rA
� �

; (106)

@tf ¼
dH2

dpf
¼ q�1ðpf � qv � rf� qg � rAÞ; (107)

@tpg¼�
dH2

dg
¼rA � ðpf�qv �rf�qg �rAÞþ@Whmhd

@g
; (108)

@tpf ¼ �
dH2

df
¼ � qv � r q�1pf � v � rf� g � rA

� �
þ qv � rðg � rAÞ þ qv � rðv � rfÞ þ J � rpg

q

�

�qrA � ðg � rvÞ þ ðf� digÞ � r
J
q
þ J

q
r � ðqfÞ þ r �r� ðq�1pg � f � rAþ dig � rAÞ

� 
�qðg � rrAÞ � v �r q�1pg � ðf� digÞ � rA

� �
� J� ðf � rrAÞ � Jþ diðg � rrAÞ � Jþ qg � rrU

þrpr � f�rf � rp�r q
@p
@q
r � f

� �
� dirper � gþ dirg � rpe þ dir q

@pe
@q
r � g

� ��
: (109)

Combining (107) with (101) and (99) gives

q1 ¼ �r � ðqfÞ: (110)

Equation (107) is merely the definition of the canonical momentum
pf. Exploiting the definitions (100) and (101), the relations (98) and
(99), and also the stationary momentum equation and Ohm’s law,
which are given by

v � rv � q�1J� Bþ q�1rp ¼ 0; (111)

�rUþ v � di
J
q

� �
� Bþ q�1rpe ¼ 0; (112)

we can corroborate that (108) and (109) give the perturbed Ohm’s law
and momentum equation, respectively. Note that Whmhd is not yet
fully expressed in terms of the displacement vectors f and g due to pg,
which appears explicitly in its expression. We can overcome this by
combining the consistency condition (105) with the Hamiltonian
equations (106) and (108) to find

@tA1 ¼ @tðf� digÞ � B0: (113)

Integrating in time would, in general, introduce a stationary vector;
however, this should vanish because otherwise time independent
terms would appear in the linearized dynamical equations. Therefore,
A1 ¼ ðf� digÞ � B0 or B1 ¼ r� ½ðf� digÞ � B0�, which is the
well-known solution of the perturbed induction equation (see Ref. 22).
This expression is similar to the corresponding expression in ideal
MHD. The difference is the appearance of the displacement vector g

multiplied by di; so, the MHD result can be recovered in the limit
di ! 0. This is an anticipated result, since the fluid velocity in the
MHD induction equation is replaced by v � diJ in the HMHD case.
Finally, since (104) correctly describes the dynamics, we conclude that

�
ð
d3xWhmhdðf; gÞ � 0; (114)

whereWhmhdðf; gÞ is given by (97) with A1 ¼ ðf� digÞ � B0 is suffi-
cient for stability. Note that the term containingrU1 can be neglected
in view ofr � ðqgÞ ¼ 0 and g � n̂j@D ¼ 0.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we derived sufficient stability criteria exploiting the
Hamiltonian structure of the XMHD model. The energy Casimir,
dynamically accessible, and Lagrangian methods were used. Using the
EC method, we ascertained that indefinite terms appear in the second
variation of the EC functional occurring due to the vorticity-magnetic
field coupling induced by the form of the Casimir invariants. We side-
stepped this problem by considering equilibria with purely toroidal
flow or special perturbations, assumptions that enable the removal of
the indefiniteness. To study stability under three-dimensional pertur-
bations, we employed the DA method, which allows the study of the
stability of generic equilibria by restricting the perturbations to be tan-
gent on the Casimir leaves. Such perturbations are consistent with the
physics under consideration. Finally, we developed a Lagrangian sta-
bility analysis of the quasineutral two-fluid model written in MHD-
like variables, namely, the Lagrangian counterparts of the center of
mass velocity and current density. Subsequently, employing the
Lagrange-Euler map, we jumped to the Eulerian viewpoint and upon
performing a Legendre transformation, we found the Hamiltonian of
the linear dynamics. Considering massless electrons, the definition of
one of the two canonical momenta led to a relation between the per-
turbed magnetic potential and canonical variables. Requiring this rela-
tion to be preserved by the dynamics gave rise to a dynamical

constraint, whence we found the solution to the perturbed induction
equation, namely, B1 ¼ r� ½ðf� digÞ � B�. In addition, we general-
ized the HMHD energy principle so as to include the electron pressure
contribution.
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APPENDIX A: INTERMEDIATE RESULT FOR d2Hda

Inserting expressions (60)–(62) into (57), we readily find

d2Hda ¼
ð
V
d3x q �rg0 þ f� xþ g� B� � v

q
r � ðqfÞ

����
����
2

þ jdBdaj2 þ d2eq
�1jr � dBdaj2

(

þq�1 c2s � jvj
2 � d2e

jJj2

q2

 !
r � ðqfÞ½ �2 � f � r hþ jvj

2

2
þ d2e

jJj2

2q2

 !
r � ðqfÞ � g � ðv � B�Þr � ðqfÞ

�q�1g � ð�diJ� B� þ d2e J� xÞr � ðqfÞ � qðf� vÞ � r � f� xð Þ � qðf� vÞ � r � g� B�ð Þ
�qðg� vÞ � r � ðf� digÞ � B�½ � � ðf� digÞ � J½ � � r � ðf� digÞ � B�½ � � d2eqðg� vÞ � r � g� xð Þ

�d2e ðf� digÞ � J½ � � r � g� xð Þ � d2e ðg� JÞ � r � f� xð Þ � d2e ðg� JÞ � r � g� B�ð Þ
�
: (A1)

As a simple application, let us consider a stationary axisymmetric
equilibrium with purely toroidal flow and variations with perturbation
vectors that never leave the surfaces w� ¼ const:, i.e., f � rw� ¼ 0 and
g � rw� ¼ 0. To find the equilibrium conditions, we set @t ! 0 and
v ¼ rv/r/ in (5)–(6). Then, the XMHD equations reduce to

r�1v/rðrv/Þ � r hþ jvj
2

2
þ d2e

jJj2

2q2

 !
� q�1

D�w
r2
rw�

�

þ
B�/
r
rðrB/Þ � rðrB/Þ � ðrw� � r/Þr/


¼ 0; (A2)

r�1v/rw� � q�1 di �
D�w
r2
rw� �

B�/
r
rðrB/Þ

��

þrðrB/Þ � ðrw� � r/Þr/
�
þ d2e

D�w
r2
rðrv/Þ

�

�rðrB/Þ � ðrðrv/Þ � r/Þr/

�
¼ r~U; (A3)

where ~U ¼ U� dihe þ d2eq
�1v � J� did2eq

�2jJj2, with U and he
being the equilibrium electrostatic potential and electron specific
enthalpy, respectively. Projecting Eqs. (A2) and (A3) along r/, we
find

rðrB/Þ � ðrw� � r/Þ ¼ 0; () rB/ ¼ Fðw�Þ: (A4)

Similarly, projecting Eq. (A3) and using result (A4), we find

rðrv/Þ � ðrw� � r/Þ ¼ 0; () rv/ ¼ Gðw�Þ: (A5)

Equations (A4) and (A5) imply J ¼ �D�wr/þ F0ðw�Þrw� � r/
and x ¼ G0ðw�Þrw� � r/, respectively. Therefore, J � rw�

¼ x � rw� ¼ 0. This means that all three-vector fields v, B�, and J
lie on common flux surfaces labeled by w�. This property of com-
mon flux surfaces was crucial for the derivation of a sufficient
stability criterion in the context of MHD58 for a three-dimensional
incompressible displacement vector field. It is thus interesting to
pursue the investigation of this possibility also in the context of
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XMHD in the future. As regards the current application, we confine
the perturbation vectors to be tangent to the characteristic surfaces.
Also, note that using the result (A4) and projecting (A2) along B�,
we find

r~h � ðrw� � r/Þ ¼ 0; () ~h ¼ ~hðw�Þ: (A6)

For equilibria with purely toroidal flows, subject to perturbations
with displacement vectors tangent to the common surfaces, it is
easy to understand that every product of the form bi � cj, where
b ¼ ðf; gÞ and c ¼ ðv;B�; JÞ, will be parallel to the vector rw� at
each surface point, i.e., bi � cj ¼ gijðr; zÞrw�. Therefore, every vec-
tor of the form r� ðb� cÞ will be rg �rw�, and consequently
every term ðbi � cjÞ � r � ðbk � c‘Þ in (A1) will vanish. The same
also holds for terms of the form bi � ðcj � ckÞ, since ðcj � ckÞ is nor-
mal to the characteristic surfaces at each point, if not zero. In addi-
tion, the term containing f � r~h will vanish as well due to (A6). A
rigorous proof can be carried out upon writing f ¼ rf/r/

þðf � B�pÞ=jB�pj
2B�p; which is a general representation of vectors tan-

gent to w� ¼ const: surfaces, and similarly for g; then computing
every single term in (A1), leads eventually to

d2Hda¼
ð
V
d3x q dvdaþ

rv/

q
dqdar/

����
����
2

þjdBdaj2þd2eq
�1

(

�jr�dBdaj2þq�1 c2s �v2/�d2e
jJj2

q2

 !
r�ðqfÞ½ �2

)
: (A7)

As a result, c2s � v2/ � d2e jJj
2=q2 > 0 is sufficient for stability and

also for the ellipticity of the equilibrium Grad-Shafranov-Bernoulli
equations. Actually for the ellipticity of the equilibrium system, the
condition c2s � d2e jJpj

2=q2 > 0 is sufficient, as was shown in Ref. 48.

APPENDIX B: EXPANSION OF THE INTERNAL
ENERGY

The difficulty in this expansion is that the Jacobians contain a
dependence on the gradients of the fluid trajectories; therefore, we
need to know how to differentiate the J ’s, because the expansion of
the internal energy is effected through the expansion

J s ¼ J s0 þ
@J s

@qis;j

@fis
@ajs
þ 1
2

@2J s

@qis;k@q
j
s;‘

@fis
@aks

@fjs
@a‘s

; (B1)

where qis;j :¼ @qis
@ajs
. The derivatives of the Jacobian are @J s

@qis;j
¼ C j

si,

where C j
si ¼ 1

2 �i‘k�
jmn @q‘s

@ams

@qks
@ans

are the cofactors of @qis=@a
j
s in J s.

Following the procedure in Refs. 20 and 56, we find

J s1 ¼ J s0
@fis
@qis

; J s2 ¼
J s0

2
@fis
@qis

 !2

� @f
i
s

@qjs

@fjs
@qis

2
4

3
5: (B2)

With these expressions at hand, we can find the second order
perturbation of the internal energies in terms of the displacement
vectors to be

Us2 ¼
ns0
2J s0

@Us

@ns

@fi

@qis
þ as

@gi

@qis

 !2

þ @fi

@qjs
þ as

@gi

@qjs

 !2
4

8<
:

� @fj

@qis
þ as

@gj

@qis

 !#
þ ns0
J s0

@2Us

@n2s

@fi

@qis
þ as

@gi

@qis

 !2
9=
;: (B3)

APPENDIX C: EULERIAN DISPLACEMENT VECTORS

Let us begin with the Lagrange-Euler map and its inverse in
order to understand how Q, D, and the displacements f; g are
mapped into the Eulerian coordinates. From (66) and (71)–(73), we
can effectively construct every map we need. For example,

_Qðai; ae; tÞ ¼
mi

m
vþ me

men
J

� �����
x¼qiðai ;tÞ

þme

m
v � mi

men
J

� �����
x¼qeðae;tÞ

;

_Dðai; ae; tÞ ¼ vþ me

men
J

� �����
x¼qiðai;tÞ

� v � mi

men
J

� �����
x¼qeðae;tÞ

: (C1)

If these expressions are computed at ae ¼ q�1e ðqiðai; tÞ; tÞ as in the
Lagrangian (74) then at equilibrium we have _Q0ðai; tÞ ¼ vðxÞjx¼qi0ðai;tÞ
and _D0ðai; tÞ ¼ e�1n�1ðxÞJðxÞjx¼qi0ðai ;tÞ. For the Eulerianization of

the displacement vectors, we define their Eulerian displacements ~f and
~g by

fðai; ae; tÞ ¼
mi

m
~fðx; tÞ þme

m
~gðx; tÞ

� 
x¼qi0ðai ;tÞ

þme

m
~fðx; tÞ �mi

m
~gðx; tÞ

� 
x¼qe0ðae ;tÞ

;

gðai; ae; tÞ ¼ ~fðx; tÞ þme

m
~gðx; tÞ

� 
x¼qi0ðai;tÞ

� ~fðx; tÞ �mi

m
~gðx; tÞ

� 
x¼qe0ðae ;tÞ

: (C2)

Taking the time derivatives of (C2) with ai and ae held constant, we
find

_fðai; ae; tÞ ¼ @t~fðx; tÞ þ v � r~fðx; tÞ þmime

m2
w � r~gðx; tÞ;

_gðai; ae; tÞ ¼ @t~gðx; tÞ þ v � r~gðx; tÞ þ w � r~fðx; tÞ

þm2
e �m2

i

m2
w � r~gðx; tÞ; (C3)

where w :¼ J=ðenÞ, and we have made use of vsðxÞ ¼ vðxÞ
þasJðxÞ=ðenðxÞÞ ¼ _qs0ðas; tÞjas¼q�1s0 ðx;tÞ

. This result, along with (C1),
is used for the derivation of (84). Taking the first variation of (C1)
and identifying

d _Q ¼ _f; d _D ¼ _g; and dqsðas; tÞjas¼q�1s ðx;tÞ ¼
~f þ as~g;

after some manipulations, we find

_f ¼ dv þ ~f � rv þmime

m2
~g � rw;

_g ¼ dw þ ~g � rv þ ~f � rw þm2
e �m2

i

m2
~g � rw: (C4)

Combining (C4) with (C3), we arrive at (82) and (83).
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